
2017, Interruptions, iterations, intimations and peregrinations (reprised) [EXCERPT], In Her 
Interior 
Performance script and score (page 6) of Interruptions, iterations, intimations and peregrinations 
(reprised), IHI with Stuart Maxted & Alice Farmer, FORMAT Closing Night Performance, Adelaide, 2017. 

V continues: The red shoes 

Which red shoes?  

The ones. The stained satin ones 

 
a precise peeling away of parts, an unruly 
revelation, a feverish orbit, a skin of 
rivers, a parasitic tête-à-tête, a flowing 
stuttering parapraxis pulsing, a ridiculous 
irrational heartbeat, a stammering segue, 
a tic-icity of tensile sense, a materiality of 
murmuring mouths, a verbing of nouns, an 
introjection of blows. By blow. A seizure of 
sextains, a jacket of contraints, a vacuum 
of ribs, a flensing of flowers breathing 
glass, a civil bite…] 
  
But the mouth can only take so much 
It is not made for speaking everything 
 

We writespeak despite ourselves or  

Writing writes itself behind our backs or 

I have no idea how to do this or 

Writing wounds us and makes the most 

beautiful scars.  

 

We are in constant crisis 

We are inarticulate and incomprehensible. 

We fail, and this is necessary. 

ALARM (LAUGHING AND CLAPPING) 

V (1 minute crossover, 2 minutes silence)  

ACTIVITY:  

Eating strips of paper from dress 

Walking downstairs 

Taking a drink with the paper in mouth 

from the hall table 

Position: Stand by the table 

1 minute ALARM (Weeping) 

F SPEAKS for 3 minutes 

Position: Chair near hall table 

 

Hindley Street texts: 

prelude 

You can often tell outa towners by the way 

they say ‘Hind-ly’ street and ‘Gouge -er’ 

Street. Almost subconsciously the tongue 

and palate twirl towards malevolence. 

punch 

One night in Hindley Street some random 

arsehole punched sweet Merilyn in the 

face, broke her nose. Our boyfriends 

played in Psycho Farmers. Mine, the lead 

singer and guitarist, looked like Michael 

Hutchence. We fucked a lot. I was always 

getting pregnant.  



 
2017, mMyth is is [EXCERPT, pages 3-4], In Her Interior. 
Performance script of mMyth is is, Art(i)culations of Violence: Gender, Sex and Sexualities Conference. 
University of South Australia, Adelaide, 2017. Publication in Writing From Below (forthcoming 2018).  

mMyth is is  
 

Abstract 
mMyth is is is an experimental poetic work in the traditions of écriture féminine or writing from, 
with and through the body. It highlights the (im)possibility of writing the body, while remaining 
deeply situated in the body. In this work bodies move in and out of focus, in and out of each 
other: becoming-text, becoming-i, unbecoming-i, becoming-mother, becoming-other. mMyth is is 
disorders the equilibrium of order words, decentring the impossible I. The work is troubling for 
the tongue when spoken out loud, as if resisting intelligibility, resisting sedimentation. In this way 
it remains always in flow. 

 
EXCERPT: Pages 3-4 
Writers/Performers: In Her Interior (Virginia Barratt & Francesca da Rimini) 
 

 

my page feels empty  

today i forgot all the words 

discarded before I can hold the invisible ink of experience to the flame  

to sour it, sear it, into vision 

 

all the words, all the words 

they fly up and out  

like small balloons they fly out of a small window up the top 

a small window that swings open with a long string attached 

a small window you can’t reach to close 

it’s in a hall with high ceilings and it’s a swing window 

and the words like unfurling smoke threads 

strings the words like strings fly up and slip like fish 

out the swing window in the hall with the high ceilings 

painted particular shade of blue no green no blue. 

 

i am already text 

but spoken in a tongue foreign to me 

i do not recognise myself in word and sounds unfamiliar 

unplaceable 

all the things i can’t say, all the words i have forgotten 

unpronounceable 

i think you know it too, hear me losing all the words 

implacable 

i am implacable! 

unskinned body 

unsung body 

(i’m scared, she says) 

 

 

 



my body of work is the work of my body  

of a hand that holds a pen  

in the moment before touching paper 

or of two hands, two sticky fingers  

stick figures typing quickly and clumsily  

creating strings of errors coiled around little ideas.  

 

from a back that arches forward from coccyx, to dissect the space,  

the non-space,  

separating body and machine. 

 

every story that my mother wrote upon me and into me  

i forgot, i forget i 

every story that my father untold me, untooled me  

i, my eye, i looking at i with my eye  

every recrimination that my son slid my way as casually as passing the salt  

every cruel word his father uttered  

every embrace, shove, push, unseeing glance directed my way  

by other written bodies, 

every epithet hurled from a car window  

co-write the text that i am 

 

i stand in the hall always already dead, wearing the skin of my mother  

the skin of my mother opens up easily, splits, shinyshiny  

opens up to let out the malignancy that nestles like a pearl in the flesh  

glistening and wet and pustular and with delicate tendrils 

 

the spiderpearl nestles  

 

i wonder if my mother wants to fuck? i don’t ask  

instead i ask myself: 

do you want to fuck, in your mother’s skin? 

 

bodies running, yelling, roaring in broken rounds 

mirror body 

hands are the same as my mother’s hands, with the knob of bone 

ghost body 

a ganglion some would say 

baby body 

smash it with a bible 

rape body 

in the hotel room 

love body 

where my body no longer fits 

child body 

the indecent hotel room 



2016, A Tender Hex for the Anthropocene [EXCERPT: Writing Rules 1-12; Stanzas 7-8], VNS Matrix 
Page 1, Example of rules / enabling constraints developed to produce A Tender Hex. Page 2, Stanzas 7 & 8 
of A Tender Hex showing mark-up reflecting writing rules. A Tender Hex for the Anthropocene published in 
Runway, issue 32: 2016; performed at FemFlix opening night, Sydney College of The Arts, 2016. 

A Tender Hex for the Anthropocene, Writing Rules [EXCERPT]  

Writers/Performers: VNS Matrix (V. Barratt, F. da Rimini, J. Pierce, J. Starrs) 

 

Rules for Writing [Excerpt: Rules 1-12 from a total of 25 rules] 

 

#0 assemble the raw words (cyberfeminist-91 + bitch mutant-97 manifestos) 

 

#1 make every line below be composed of 9 words  

  

#2 place every 3rd line of a 9 line stanza between the 2 lines ahead of it 

 

#3 excise the 5th line of every stanza to make a new (9th) and (for now) final stanza  

 

#4 in each stanza feel for the word that brings you the most energy, excise it from its line 

and place it in the middle of the stanza (4 above - 4 below). Build a poem of 5 words 

from it (4 new words) 

 

#5 choose between 7-11 words from any stanza/stanzas and write a text in the style of a 

Zen koan. Place anywhere in the text, as a breakaway. 

 

#6 excise 3 lines/words/phrases that deeply irritate you 

 

#7 v brings 3 lines from f’s sandpit and inserts them in lines 9, 11 + 33 

 f brings 3 lines from v’s sandpit and inserts them in lines 5, 17 + 27 

 

#8 repeat rule #6 (replace “deeply” with “mildly”) 

 

#9 take 3 lines of 9 words from j1’s and j2’s sandpits and place them thus:  

f (j1): 1. 3rd line of stanza 2, 2. 5th line of stanza 5, 3. 8th line of stanza 9 

v (j2): 1. 5th line of stanza 1, 2. 7th line of stanza 3, 3. 1st line of stanza 7  

 

#10 steal a line from a beloved feminist 

(poet/activist/writer/philosopher/scientist/whatever) and nestle or nest it with a 

breakaway  

 

#11 back to the sandpits. F: v’s. V: f’s. Take half as many words as there are lines, in 

sequence, from the sandpits. Place each word somewhere in each line. Stanzas: v: 

1,3,6,7 f: 2,4,5,9 both: 8 

 

#12 set a timer for 3 minutes; remove 3 commas; remove 3 words; remove 1 phrase, add 

2 line breaks (=12=1+2=3) 

 

  



A Tender Hex for the Anthropocene, Stanzas 7 – 8 [EXCERPT]  
 
 

#7  

1.2 emerging through living arteries with heavy machinery, hard metal, brutal weapons 

The limitwall is broken, the skin is colddry 

Stone evaporates. 

Where nothing is certain at the end of maps 

there are elk walking, antlers like curtains,  

and floating in ether, a tree.  

Each heavy eyelid folds mud over my pupils 

Hot ice dusk kisses my synapses  

 

Touch me, necrosis, fold into tender avenge 

Handle a tender hex for the Anthropocene 

We are from the modern Cunt, permission denied 

reconstituting in the material on one side of the screen or the other,  

no more opaque than the skin of a river. 

 

Double the flesh, a positive anti body implodes  

 

I become the FIRE.  

Burning like oil neverending. 

screaming Horsemen - spiralling towards the singularity.  

Blister in me 

 

#8  

it’s the parthenogenetic turquoise bitch-mutant,  

turquoise emergent system 

turquoise unchild of big daddy death 

 

lock up your lush children 

the precious mapping rat of access 

is out of control,  

she's the sociopathic shimmer in the beaked mouth,  

fetid with flocking flowers and rare earths 

after data cores have melted 

and salt river veins bled dry 

 

We're beyond insane and  

human and not, feral, without refuge. 

 

[8.2] Terminators, unking Big Daddy Mainframe!  



2015, Echolalia: golden iterations [EXCERPT], Virginia Barratt, Francesca da Rimini, Amy Ireland 
Page 1, excerpt of process notes underpinning production of a 9-stanza text. Page 2, (excerpt) first stanza, 
Iteration 1. Page 3, (excerpt) final stanza, Iteration 9. Performed at Experimentalities - Experimental 
Writing: Why & Why Now? SA Writers' Centre, Adelaide, 2015. 

 

 

echolalia: golden iterations 
 
EXCERPT: Process Notes, Iteration 01 (partial), Iteration 09 (partial) 
Writers/Performers: Virginia Barratt, Francesca da Rimini, Amy Ireland 
 
‘Better to write howls and numbers than sing of maidens in paradise.’ Sadie Plant 

 

echolalia: golden iterations is a performance and iterative writing collaboration. Taking a 

text entitled GOLD as its starting point, the collaboration aims to carry out a subversive 

act of algorithmic metallurgy, processing the raw material of GOLD away from any 

recognisable semiotic and into a material field of stuttering, echoing polyvocality. Alien 

to conventions of syntactical order, human enunciation, and language turns feral, traitor 

to the alchemist’s implicit idealism. 

 

The performance itself extends the idea of iterative processing and highlights the 

patterns of sound arising from the crossings, echoings and mashings, which both extend 

language and make it inaccessible. Language and humanity come apart at the point 

language starts to expand. The human can't keep up, and language, liberated from 

semantic sense-making, develops its own agency. 

 

The recitation will be punctuated by a choreography of furniture and articulating bodies, 

other enunciations. 

 

Each performer could receive a text via earpieces, and echo this text live, imparting an 

awkward distance to the speaking, defying a “naturalistic” human vocality. It will be at 

best a “passing” text, emulating humanness. The performance comes live from the 

uncanny valley. 

 

The infant, in its task of becoming-human, becoming-social, literally consumes logos. In 

the society of books, the tiny book is grasped, brought to the mouth, and eaten, corner 

by corner. regurgitated in saliva-dripping bubble-logos. Speech cannot be purged of the 

mouth’s alliance with spittle, laughter, vomit, and sex. 

 

And in the very unbecoming event of “becoming-animal”, the first thing to go is a 

civilised human vocality, replaced by (a)(s)sound and stuttering, by plosives soft and 

hard, or the aaaaaahhhhh of an uninterrupted tube. This comes by way of Professor 

Barker's palate tectonics, the “stutterings, stammerings, vocal tics, extralingual 

phonetics … laden with biopolitical intensity” which threaten an anthropostructural 

version of language. 

 

The ear wants to hear, but the voice betrays capture. 

 

  



 

 

ITERATION 01 [Rubedo: 1, 2, 3 (Kether, Chokmah, Binah) gold = words that decimate 

to an anglossic qabbalah value of 1 / blue = AQ value of 2 / green = AQ value 3] 

 
a a a and a need wet a queer wet intention 
a rush of warm 
a firestone 
GOLD  
and dense  
and abstracted  
 
a clear fabric a flicker  
 
make a body 
a nonconsenting body 
surfaces spreading out and  
amplified  
structures like  
connect  
a body is being written 
 
its metadata is  
a mess 
 
twisted like  
 
a contestation  
a impossible remembering  
of a dank boardroom  
bedecked and littered  
a place of spiked heads and bones 
and death perhaps  
and of this abyss of  
shuddering bodystructures  
write of a birth 
 
feathers and towers unfurl  
a long grey future follows 
 
dips 
 
beneath is a ticking   
a a a a a on a and is and at  
there is and a a a 
time is this autonomous Death drone  
a coterie  
of elegant workers of future  
 
not sleeping 
 



 

 

ITERATION 09 
 

1x-((now | own | won) | (now | own | won) 

| (now | own | won)) I am become death, 

the deseryrto of lwreodsthc is a and is Lcoses 

srfi 

2atnd ((how | who) | (how | who)) is fold 

and is emra and and and and and i-it 

3xe-if the ardanice of a thousand unss / were 

to burst into the skysh we a cry 

4has and is and is Tyodi a and setk has is is is 

tyiocysclelaitv we-it 

5xe-I am become death, the shattrere of 

wordlsish activity is and and and vens 

6ieladr is a case a up a do man the tivocrs st-

it 

7ex-obleitatrinodhoo guard over an empire of 

star everyone ((cloud | could) | (cloud | 

could)) sometimes eve 

8yreno natt goes -it 

9ex-((thaw | what) | (thaw | what)) is the 

significance of the gaicrmtmaal error?ah and 

up is and and and 

10and dns a is sscelo Neimdht goes and a 

maybe s rgign a-it 

11xe-the most beautiful ((night | thing) | 

(night | thing)) in the wrlhdoecs is 

Kkookokkokokoookkokoookkkokoo 

12Kokkosalcra has a a burned yep abstdrces -

it 

13xe-the world would not be the raasemh 

and and lcacnad young is a Kcrtpypsoirc 

14ssode a cemy and is we maydagla a a-it 

15ex-hnd a is ladrane and up odfofoanf a 

Ookkokkokokokooookkkkokokoookkkooakscr 

16la a-it 

17ex-hnd a andand and burned bec ar is a 

carnisdie odod ((item | time) | (item | time)) 

Hu ((no | on) | (no | on)) ((there | three) | 

(there | three)) this c 

18el t-it 

19ex-niiphpdgna ow ypoennc belly as point 

beyond this setur this detachse ((no | on) | 

28th U-it 

29ex-ihh hu xelf uh 

this tnaionyl Hu K 

this ((item | time) | 

(item | time)) of of 

dediya would 

titteonwak 

30for -it 

31xe-ohf yddo gin 

((sheet | these) | 

(sheet | these)) 

sting of il only of 

igmniayrani cleth 

ass at outside co 

32nnth-it 

33xe-hen ((sheet | 

these) | (sheet | 

these)) only il 

hrnutdhde of of 

careful of 

Hhhhhahhhhhhhhhh

hha tohothoht 

34of -it 

35ex-hba wet 

vciteoniel of ((its | 

sit) | (its | sit)) at 

unhds yeah 

tlfoparsm already 

((sheet | these) | 

(sheet | these)) 

tonh led w 

36ood -it 

37ex-this of ten at 

Dnahhhahhhhhhhhh

hhhhh floor nhsig 

careful excess of 

edcr ba 

38tyss-it 

39ex-yrhign ((its | 

sit) | (its | sit)) 

oratu sysab gin 

56he -it 

57xe-thhe 

chwhtielhr over 

lnsna veoerar 

nothing owupu 

Jtdiest the 

tniitsre cnot 

58nuie-it 

59ex-dh leses 

the calculate 

the the the or 

natural 

oloiknrokwg the 

((mean | name) 

| (mean | 

name)) O the O 

60whi-it 

61ex-hch the 

the the 

tanruaehlt the 

the O the palsm 

you ((moor | 

room) | (moor | 

room)) speak 

iwhhca be ri 

62gdni-it 

63ex-hactar 

Uondgltsu one 

just so ((hate | 

heat) | (hate | 

heat)) iafed sigh 

door heverta 

orphpea ((thaw 

| what) | (thaw 

| what)) new 

64s a-it 

65ex-

tlhrrcaceuoetts

eurselned Ooglc 

olsws all 

eehytdcr 



2015, Songs for Skinwalking the Drone [EXCERPT], In Her Interior 

Excerpt of performance script written by Virginia Barratt and Francesca da Rimini. Songs for Skinwalking 

the Drone [keynote performance by IHI with Neha Chriss]. CLICK Festival of Arts, Science and Technology 

Futures. Culture Yard, Helsingør, 2015. 

 

 

Minute 11 
Voice: Provisional 

 

in the caldera 

on the edge of the volcano 

in this men's land of granite 

speckled with women's birthing pools 

in this place, these 

places, where you are not meant to settle, only to pass through 

Bentley, Doubtful Creek, 

Crescent Moon, Laird Forest. The Pilliga 

something is happening 

 

The machines are restless 

hungry for the prize. 

a prehistoric vegetation made fuel 

hungry to steal earth’s alchemy 

with their invisible hands. 

 

but beneath the earth  

lurk analogue networks of metal and cement. 

no need to charge them, 

they are flesh activated. 

 

From this wounded land 

Rise up the great unwashed 

emergent subjectivities 

Mobilized through urgency and agency. 

 

Interjection 01:  

They are climbing towers 

They are occupying incendiary dragons 

They are prepared for death 

 

Minute 12 

Voice: Archaeologist 

Early Antipodean autumn, late in the grey day.  

We rattle along dirt roads and tarmac to the now-abandoned site of Liberty Camp.  



 

 

Two signs planted in the field declare No Coal Seam Gas,  

hinting that this is more than cattle country.  

 

Interjection 01:  

Leave no trace on the disputed plains. 

 

But as we walk through the paddock she points to tracks flattening the grass,  

roads she calls them. 

She tells of the Elders, the Bunjalong women,  

who had the fierce final say on all matters. 

 

Interjection 02:  

Lockon Lane, Simmo Street, Rocky Road, Victory Parade, Rosella Crescent,  

Love You Lane 

 

As the sky darkens into nautical twilight and temperature drops,  

a temporal fold unfolds,  

and an invisible micro-city comes into peripheral vision.  

 

A ghost camp glitched, distorted,  

her memory infecting mine. 

 

She zigzags through the stretched yellow fields,  

singing a new song of this place. 

A song overlocked and underpinned by the songs  

of those who belong to this country.  

Those who say ‘This land is me’,  

not ‘this land is mine’. 

 

Interjection 03:  

becoming-camp, becoming micro-city, always temporary 

 

Liberty camp supports the gates, 

the three gates are the blockade,  

the crypto-crystallisation of the campaign.  

One giant spell against capitalism. 
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